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Abstract 

Early detection of corrosion in reinforced concrete is of great importance for safe operation of 

the concrete based infrastructure we rely on such as bridges and large buildings. Undetected 

corrosion in the steel reinforcements can prove costly, both in terms of repair costs and in the 

worst case scenario, loss of human lives as was recently seen in Genoa, Italy. New and 

improved inspection techniques can potentially drastically improve the detection rate, thus 

reducing costs, and even save lives.  

In this thesis a novel instrument, the Field Kelvin Probe (FKP), a handheld field instrument 

operating on the same principle as the original Kelvin Probe, has been evaluated for the first 

time with for the purpose of using it as a tool for inspection of reinforced concrete. Multiple 

test samples have been designed and constructed from scratch over the course of the project to 

evaluate the capabilities of the FKP, from the detection of embedded metal to detection of 

imitated corrosion in rebars. Using these test samples, it was shown that the FKP can locate the 

embedded steel and detect potential gradients matching those one would expect during active 

rebar corrosion, even beneath coated surfaces. A simple model was created to describe the 

results, with very good agreement between theory and experiments. The results presented in 

this thesis indicate that the FKP has the potential to be a powerful handheld no-contact 

inspection tool that could eventually become the trusted technique for inspection of reinforced 

concrete.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Concrete structures are a vital part of the 

infrastructure we rely on. Many large load-

bearing structures are built using concrete, 

examples include road bridges, storage tanks, 

offshore oil rigs, and many more. To enhance 

the structural strength of these structures, 

reinforcing steel bars (rebars) are usually 

placed inside the concrete. The condition of 

the concrete reinforcements is critical for the 

safe operation of these structures and 

undetected deterioration can prove costly, either by repair costs or, in the worst case scenario, 

collapse and loss of human lives[1]. An important source of deterioration is chloride induced 

corrosion of the reinforcements. Structures exposed to de-icing salt or in coastal and marine 

environments are therefore particularly at risk. Norway alone has around 18000 road bridges, 

many of them concrete based [2]. With a large portion of Norwegian roads being situated in a 

coastal climate, and de-icing salts being a widespread method for removing snow and ice from 

roads, corrosion is inevitable.  

In 2016, the National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) released the two-year global 

study “International Measures of Prevention, Application and Economics of Corrosion 

Technology (IMPACT)”, in which they estimated the annual global cost of corrosion damages 

to be US$2.5 trillion, equivalent to roughly 3.4% of the global GDP at the time[3]. By 

improving how corrosion is dealt with, they estimated that the global cost could be improved 

by between 15-35%.  

"The IMPACT study reinforces what recent news headlines have made all too clear: there needs 

to be a change in how corrosion decisions are made," said Bob Chalker, CEO of NACE 

International. "Whether it is a pipeline, an airplane, a water treatment plant or highway bridge, 

corrosion prevention and control is essential to avoiding catastrophic events before it’s too 

late."[4] 

Figure 1: Genoa bridge collapse, August 14th, 

2018. Corrosion is a possible cause. [1] 
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The challenge then lies in the detection of ongoing corrosion in the concrete reinforcement, so 

that preemptive measures can be taken. Many of the current inspection methods have one or 

more of the following drawbacks: slow, unreliable, imprecise and costly, both in terms of man-

hours and due to interrupted operation while the inspections take place. A new approach to 

corrosion monitoring of concrete reinforcements is needed. In this thesis work the Field Kelvin 

Probe, a novel technology developed by one of my supervisors (Dr. Eugen Florin Turcu, 

NORCE), is evaluated for the first time as a new technique for monitoring corrosion in concrete 

reinforcements. 

Parts of the work presented in this thesis was presented as an oral contribution at Eurocorr 2019 

is Seville, Spain, and also as a poster at Overflate 2019 in Bergen, Norway (See Appendix II). 

1.2 Corrosion 

The main topic of this thesis is related to the testing of new instrumentation, however a basic 

understanding of the corrosion process, and how it relates to electric potentials (more on this in 

chapter 2.1), is necessary to describe the Field Kelvin Probe (FKP). A brief introduction to 

corrosion is therefore presented here, while a more thorough explanation of how corrosion is 

measured is discussed in the theory chapter (section 2.1). 

1.2.1 What is corrosion? 

Most metals are found in nature in various chemical compounds, or ores. Ore is natural rock or 

sediment containing minerals, typically metals that can be extracted [5]. For example, iron is 

usually found in iron ore as various types of iron oxide. Corrosion of metals is a natural 

consequence of the smelting process, where the metal is separated from its natural compounds 

and reaches a metallic state. The natural compounds represent low energy states and the energy 

required to extract metallic iron from iron ore through smelting, is returned to the environment 

when the metallic iron converts back to iron oxide by corrosion [6]. Corrosion of iron is an 

electrochemical process that begins with the transfer of electrons from iron to oxygen (oxygen 

reduction)  [7]. The iron acts as the reducing agent, giving up electrons, while the oxygen acts 

as the oxidising agent, absorbing electrons. While dry corrosion (without the presence of water) 

is possible, the corrosion rate is affected by the presence of water. In the case of rebar corrosion, 

water is involved in the reaction. The reduction of oxygen follows the following formula: 

𝑂2 + 4𝑒− + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 4𝑂𝐻− 
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The oxidation of iron provides the electrons for the above process: 

2𝐹𝑒 → 2𝐹𝑒2+ + 4𝑒− 

Corrosion occurs when these two processes (reduction and oxidation) happen simultaneously. 

The complete reaction is then: 

2𝐹𝑒 + 𝑂2 + 4𝑒− + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 2𝐹𝑒2+ + 4𝑒− + 4𝑂𝐻− 

The iron and hydroxide ions then react, forming iron hydroxide: 

2𝐹𝑒2+ + 4𝑂𝐻− → 2𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2 

All corroding systems are comprised of four components: an electrolyte to allow movements 

of ions, an anodic reaction, a cathodic reaction, and an electrolytic path through which electrons 

can move between the anodic and cathodic regions. The anodic region is where the metal is 

effectively dissolved, and the cathodic region consumes the electrons from the anodic reaction. 

If corrosion occurs in a rebar, the concrete pore structure (which is filled with pore solution) 

provides the electrolytic path, while the rebar itself provides a path for the electrons[8], as 

shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: A corroding rebar. The metal is corroding at the anodic area. The electrons produced in the 

anodic reaction are consumed in the cathodic reaction. 

When a rebar corrodes in a concrete structure, the first easily visible sign is usually cracking or 

spalling of the concrete surface, as shown in Figure 3. If the corrosion process continues, the 

rebar will over time corrode until the complete loss of cross section, severely compromising the 

structural strength of the construction.  
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Figure 3: Corrosion-induced cracking has exposed a rebar and resulted in spalling of the concrete wall. 

Due to the chemical properties of the concrete mixture, a thin iron oxide layer, or passive layer, 

is formed on the rebar during concrete casting, in a process called passivation [9]. If a critical 

amount (critical threshold) of saltwater (chlorides) reaches the rebar, de-passivation of the rebar 

occurs, and the passive layer breaks down. The main sources of chloride attack on concrete 

structures are de-icing salts and saltwater spray in marine environments[10]. The key reactions 

for the chloride induced breakdown of the passive layer are as follows: 

𝐹𝑒2+ + 2𝐶𝑙− → 𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑙2 

𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑙2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2 + 2𝐻𝐶𝑙 

This is when corrosion can occur, and why concrete structures in marine environments are 

particularly at risk. 

1.3 State-of-the-art NII methods and the technology gap 

Several methods for Non-Invasive Inspection (NII) of concrete reinforcements are available on 

the market, all with advantages and disadvantages. It is important to note that in many cases, 

especially in marine environments, a coating is applied to the concrete surface for corrosion 
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protection. In this chapter, two NII-methods will be discussed briefly in an attempt to highlight 

the technology gap and explain why a new approach is needed. 

1.3.1 The half-cell potential method 

Half-cell potential measurements is the most common method for corrosion inspection of 

concrete structures[11]. Using a reference electrode, often a copper/copper sulphate (Cu/CuSO-

4) electrode (CSE), and connecting it through a voltmeter to an exposed piece of rebar, the 

inspector can read out the potential difference between the reference electrode and the rebar.  

Figure 4 shows a schematic of a half-cell potential measurement.  

 

Figure 4: Schematic of the half-cell potential measurement method on a rebar embedded in concrete. 

The CuSO4 electrode forms one half-cell and the rebar forms the other half-cell 

Since the electric potential of the first half-cell, the reference electrode, is fixed and known (ca. 

+0.317V with respect to the normal hydrogen electrode[12], this is an industry standard), the 

potential of the other half-cell, the steel in the concrete, can be found by measuring the potential 

difference between the two. The inspector can create a potential map of the steel and concrete 

surface by repeating the measurements in a grid across the surface. An example of such a 

potential map (often called equipotential plot) is shown in Figure 5, where the axes represent 

distance in mm and the colour scale represents the half-cell potential reading in mV [13]. The 

probability of active corrosion can be assessed by looking at the most negative potential 

readings in combination with pronounced potential gradients of 100mV or more.  
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Figure 5: Example of a potential map (equipotential plot) obtained from half-cell measurements. The 

axes represent distance in mm and the colour scale represents the half-cell potential reading in mV. 

Measurements were carried out in 50mm steps in both directions. [13] 

As mentioned, the half-cell potential method requires connection with the embedded rebar. This 

may or may not mean that the inspector will have to dig into the concrete to expose the rebar. 

Measurements with the reference electrode also requires pre-wetting of the concrete surface 

with an electrolyte (e.g. tap water), and a stabilisation period of at least a few minutes per 

measurement, as the electrolytes of the electrode and the concrete bulk need to mix and 

stabilise. Additionally, as discussed in section 3.3.4, evidence has emerged during the work on 

this thesis suggesting that the copper leaking from the CSE permanently alters the chemistry 

(and electric potential) of the concrete, meaning it might not be truly non-destructive. As a final 

remark on the half-cell potential method, since the reference electrode requires direct electric 

contact with the concrete surface in order to perform measurements, it is unable to measure 

through a non-conducting coating. 

1.3.2 Four-probe Wenner array 

Another possible approach to condition assessment of concrete reinforcements that avoids 

several of the hurdles encountered with the half-cell method is using a four-probe Wenner array 

configuration, shown in Figure 6. By applying a varying AC current between the outer two 

electrodes, and measuring the potential drop response between the inner electrodes, the 

instrument can extract the impedance response of the rebar, which can be used to determine the 
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corrosion conditions including corrosion rate and concrete resistivity[14, 15]. This method is 

non-destructive in the sense that it does not require contact with an exposed rebar and it only 

requires electric contact to the surface to apply the current. The measurement resolution is only 

limited by the distances between the probes and such an instrument could, in principle, be built 

in any size. 

 

Figure 6: Schematic of the four-probe Wenner array configuration for measurements on concrete. 

While this method is a good approach to condition assessment of uncoated concrete, it has one 

of the same drawbacks as the half-cell method. Since direct electric contact with the concrete 

surface is required, a coating will render it unusable. 

1.3.3 The technology gap 

In Summary, the current methods for corrosion condition inspection of concrete reinforcements 

available on the market are lacking in certain aspects. Corrosion potentials can be measured 

using the half-cell potential method, but not necessarily in a quick, accurate, and non-

destructive manner. The four-probe allows quick measurements of corrosion rate and the 

creation of potential maps. The main hurdle is that a protective coating will prevent these 

methods from being used. In this thesis, a new approach, the Field Kelvin Probe (FKP), is 

presented and evaluated. The FKP is non-intrusive, works on coated surfaces, and may prove 

to be the answer to many issues encountered by the industry, academia, and institutions dealing 

with corrosion in concrete reinforcements. 
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2 Background and theory 

2.1 Electric potentials and corrosion 

Arbitrary electric potential differences, dependent on the charge distribution, exist between two 

pieces of metal, metal 1 and metal 2, that are insulated from one another. If the two pieces of 

metal are brought into mutual electric contact the charges will redistribute, making the electric 

potentials of the two metals, and hence the potential difference between the two, well defined. 

If the two pieces are different materials, a certain potential will be established at the junction. 

This potential is known as the Galvani potential, 𝜙𝐺
(1,2)

 of the junction.  

Now, consider two conductors in mutual contact in vacuum. See Figure 7 for the following 

descriptions. They will have surface potentials 𝜒(1) and 𝜒(2), meaning the potential difference 

between a point just outside the conductor (a, b) and a point inside the conductor (A, B). The 

Galvani potential, 𝜙𝐺
(1,2)

, is established between the two conductors. The potential difference 

between points a and b, located just outside the conductor is known as the Volta potential, 

ϕV
(1,2)

, or the contact potential difference (CPD). The relation between the three potentials is 

the following: 

 

 ϕV
(1,2)

= χ(1) − 𝜒(2) + 𝜙𝐺
(1,2)

 (1) 
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Figure 7: Two metals in electric contact in vacuum. The Galvani potential, 𝜙𝐺
(1,2)

, is the electric 

potential difference between the two metals. The surface potentials, 𝜒( ), is the potential difference 

between a point just outside the conductor surface (a,b) and a point inside the conductor (A,B). The 

Volta potential, 𝜙𝑉
(1,2)

, or contact potential difference (CPD) is the potential difference between points 

a and b. 

Because points a and b are in the same medium (vacuum in this case), the Volta potential can 

be measured, which is not the case for the Galvani potential. The Volta potential between two 

metals is directly related to the work functions of these two metals[16]. The work function of a 

material is defined as the minimum amount of work required to remove an electron from the 

material to a point just outside the surface. Both chemical and electrostatic work is considered. 

The work function Φ can be written as: 

 Φ = −𝜇𝑒 + 𝑒𝜒 

 

(2) 

Where 𝜇𝑒 is the chemical potential of the material, i.e. the chemical work required to transfer 

an electron from infinitely far away, into the sample and 𝑒 is the elementary charge. As will be 

explained in section 2.2.2, the work function, and hence the contact potential, is directly 

measurable with the Kelvin Probe (and the Field Kelvin Probe). Since the work function is a 

defining property of a material, different materials can then be distinguished with a KP.  
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In the case of corrosion of the metal, it would no longer be sensible to talk about work functions, 

as the work function of a metal does not change when the metal corrodes. Corrosion, in most 

cases, is not uniform but rather dispersed over several active spots. When steel embedded in 

concrete undergoes active corrosion, it develops a relatively high negative electric potential in 

comparison to the surrounding concrete, which is can be measured with a reference electrode 

such as a CSE or Kelvin Probe. The potential difference between the steel and the concrete can 

be in the order of several hundred millivolts. During active rebar corrosion, as mentioned in 

section 1.2.1, anodic and cathodic regions will form on the rebar. Two main reactions are 

responsible for this[17]: 

i) Iron oxidation, which represents the anodic area and liberates electrons from the 

steel in the following way: 2𝐹𝑒 → 2𝐹𝑒2+ + 4𝑒− 

ii) Oxygen reduction, which consume the electrons from the anodic reaction in the 

following way: 𝑂2 + 2𝐻2𝑂 + 4𝑒− → 4𝑂𝐻− 

In the absence of additional electron sources, under steady conditions without external 

influences, the two reaction rates are equal.  

For the description of corrosion, it is customary to talk in terms of current densities, not reaction 

rates. For a particular reaction, the current density, 𝑗, can be described by relating the current 

generated over time to the number of electrons that have been transferred in the reaction: 

 𝑗 = 𝑛𝐹𝑅 (3) 

Where 𝑛 is the number of valence electrons for the particular material (e.g. 2 for iron), 𝐹 is 

Faraday’s constant (𝐹 = 96500 𝐶/𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠), and 𝑅 is the reaction rate. Under steady 

state conditions, the relationship between the anodic and cathodic reactions can be described 

by 𝑗𝑐 = −𝑗𝑎, where 𝑗𝑐 and 𝑗𝑎 are the cathodic and anodic current densities, respectively. Plotting 

both reactions in terms of current density with respect to the electric potential of the steel yields 

a so-called polarization diagram, as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Polarization diagram showing the relationship between the anodic and cathodic reactions in 

terms of current density vs. the potential of the steel. Log scale, arbitrary units.[17]  

When the steel is protected by the passive layer (discussed in section 1.2.1), and there is no 

corrosion, the two current densities intersect at a higher (less negative) potential. When the 

passive layer breaks down, the anodic current density increases and intersects the cathodic 

current density at a much lower (more negative) potential. In an actively corroding system, 

localized corrosion can be detected by looking for spots of relative potential difference (CPD) 

compared to the surrounding environment. 

2.2 The Kelvin Probe (KP) 

The Field Kelvin Probe (FKP) is based on the original Kelvin Probe design, with some key 

differences making it more suitable for field work. This section will give a brief overview of 

the history and principle of operation of the Kelvin Probe, its advantages as well as the 

instruments limitations making it unsuited for field work.  

2.2.1 A Brief history of the Kelvin Probe 

The Kelvin Probe (KP) was introduced by Sir William Thomson, better known as Lord Kelvin. 

He published his idea in the scientific journal “Nature” in 1881, as a method to measure the 
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contact potential (he called it contact electricity) of metals[18]. A drawing of Thomson’s 

original design from the same article is shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: The original design for the Kelvin Probe, introduced in the scientific journal "Nature" by Sir 

William Thomson in 1881. Drawing taken from “Nature” [18]. 

In this setup the metal sample surface and the Kelvin probe together form a parallel plate 

capacitor, where the area of the plates are several orders of magnitude larger than the sample-

probe distance. Thomson used the Kelvin Probe (or as he called it, the Volta-condenser) to 

measure the work functions of metals[19]. If the capacitance between the plates is measured, 

the work function difference of the two metals can be calculated directly. The measurement of 

charge on the plates is, however, hard to perform. Thomson’s solution to this issue was to 

measure the discharge current produced when the distance between the plates was varied. The 

work function difference was then measured by manually varying the probe-sample distance 

and measuring the resulting discharge current. 

The technique as it is commonly used today was introduced by W. A. Zisman in 1932[20]. His 

approach utilized a vibrating capacitor technique, where the probe plate vibrates periodically, 

causing a steady AC current to flow. The CPD is calculated by applying an AC current that 

nullifies the flowing current (more on this in the next section). A schematic drawing of Zisman’s 

Kelvin Probe setup is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Schematic of W. A. Zisman's Kelvin Probe technique, utilizing a periodically vibrating probe 

plate setting up an AC current. [20] 

A technique to look for variations in contact potential across a surface (Zisman’s probe was 

stationary), the Scanning Kelvin Probe (SKP), was introduced by Parker and Warren in 

1962[21]. Using a setup to scan over an area with the Kelvin Probe, they were able to measure 

local contact potential differences with a resolution of several millimetres. While this method 

is still in use, the resolution has been greatly improved. By using a 50nm probe-sample distance, 

a lateral resolution of better than 5μm was achieved in 1992 by Mäckel and Baumgärtner[22]. 

Pictures of a state-of-the-art SKP, produced by KP Technologies, from the FKP lab at NORCE 

in Bergen are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: State-of-the-art SKP in the FKP lab at NORCE, Bergen. The top picture shows the whole 

setup, while the bottom picture shows the probe tip while scanning a 5x5cm2 carbon steel sample. SKP 

produced by KP Technologies. 

The application of the Kelvin Probe for corrosion science was introduced by the group of 

Stratmann et al. at Max Planck Institute für Eisenforschung (MPIE) in the 1990’s [23, 24]. They 

showed that the Volta potential between the probe and the sample surface is directly correlated 

to the corrosion potential of the corroding metal surface.  

Finally, and most important for this thesis, the application of the Kelvin Probe for corrosion of 

concrete steel reinforcements was investigated by Walsh and Sagüés at the University of South 

SKP tip scanning over the 

sample at a distance of a few 𝜇𝑚 

5cm 

5cm 
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Florida [8]. Using a modified KP, they demonstrated that they were able to measure corrosion 

potentials that replicated what was measured with established methods. A schematic diagram 

of this KP, as well as a picture of the probe, is shown in Figure 12. The Kelvin Probe’s principle 

of operation is explained in the next section. 

 

Figure 12: Schematic diagram of Walsh's KP as implemented in the investigation on its application to 

corrosion in concrete steel reinforcements.[8] 

2.2.2 Principle of operation 

As previously stated, the probe tip and the sample act as a parallel plate capacitor. The probe 

tip acts as a reference electrode, separated by a short distance from the sample by a dielectricum 

(air in most cases), and the two are electrically connected as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Schematic drawing of the Kelvin Probe tip and the sample, showing the surface potentials 

and the Volta potential. 𝜒 is the surface potential of the sample and tip, and 𝜙𝑉 is the CPD (or Volta 

potential difference).  

As in equation (2), the work functions of the Kelvin Probe tip and the sample, Φ𝐾𝑃 and Φ𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒, 

can be expressed as: 

Φ𝐾𝑃 = −𝜇𝑒
𝐾𝑃 + 𝑒𝜒𝐾𝑃 

Φ𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = −𝜇𝑒
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝑒𝜒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 

Since the KP and the sample are electrically connected, the electrochemical potentials 𝜇𝑒 , i.e. 

both the chemical and electrostatic work required, of the electrons in the two materials will be 

equalized, resulting in the establishment of the Volta potential between the KP and the sample: 

𝜇𝑒
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝐾𝑃 = 𝜇𝑒

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 𝑒𝜙𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = −Φ𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 𝑒𝜙𝑉
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝜇𝑒

𝐾𝑃 − 𝑒𝜙𝐾𝑃

= −Φ𝐾𝑃 − 𝑒𝜙𝑉
𝐾𝑃 

Substituting in equation (1) leads to: 

 𝑒(𝜙𝑉
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 𝜙𝑉

𝐾𝑃) = 𝑒𝜙𝑉
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝐾𝑃 = Φ𝐾𝑃 − Φ𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (4) 
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The Volta potential has a direct correlation to the charging of the capacitor formed by the KP 

tip and the sample. When the KP tip is vibrated over the sample surface, i.e. the probe-sample 

distance is varied periodically, a displacement AC-current is induced. For an ideal parallel plate 

capacitor, the capacitance can be expressed as: 

𝐶 = ϵ
𝐴

𝑑 + Δ𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)
 

Where 𝜖 is the dielectric constant of the dielectricum, 𝐴 is the area of the smallest of the two 

capacitor plates (usually the probe tip) and 𝑑 + Δ𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡) is the probe-sample distance at time 

𝑡. 𝑑 is the average probe-sample distance, Δ𝑑 is the displacement, and 𝜔 is the vibration 

frequency. The induced AC-current can then be expressed as: 

𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 = 𝜙𝑉
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝐾𝑃 𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑒𝜙𝑉

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝐾𝑃(𝜖𝐴Δ𝑑𝜔)
cos (𝜔𝑡)

𝑑 + Δ𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡)
  

If an external voltage, 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑡, is applied between the KP tip and the sample, the induced current 

becomes: 

 
𝑖 = (𝜙𝑉

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝐾𝑃
− 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑡)

𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑡
 

(5) 

A conventional way to work out the Volta potential is to use a “nulling technique”, where 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑡 

is varied until the induced current in equation (5) disappears, i.e. when 𝜙𝑉
𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒,𝐾𝑃 = 𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑡. 

Since the contact potential of the KP tip is known, the contact potential of the sample can be 

calculated once the Volta potential, from here on referred to as contact potential difference 

CPD, is known[25].  

2.2.3 Limitations/The need for a new instrument 

The Scanning Kelvin Probe is a powerful instrument, able to measure local differences in 

contact potential with high accuracy and lateral resolution. As discussed in section 2.2.1, 

previous work by scientists at MPIE has demonstrated its uses in corrosion science and work 

by Walsh and Sagüés has shown that it can also be applied to inspection of corrosion in concrete 

steel reinforcements[8]. 
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In a lab environment, and with small samples, the SKP is very suited for inspection of corrosion. 

In the real world, however, bridges and large concrete structures are rarely found inside a lab. 

The SKP (see Figure 11) is a large and heavy instrument and taking it outside for field 

measurements on a concrete structure would be highly impractical. The SKP also requires a 

concealed environment to avoid disturbance of the measurements and is therefore enclosed in 

a “cage”. Finally, the SKP tip is quite fragile and requires a very short probe-sample distance. 

This means that any irregularities in the concrete surface, in combination with the vibration of 

the tip, could quite easily cause it to break. In short, the SKP is a great lab instrument, but 

limited in its application to concrete rebar corrosion, as it is not well suited for field work. 

2.3 The Field Kelvin Probe (FKP) 

The development of the Field Kelvin probe was inspired by the previous work on the 

application of Kelvin Probes to corrosion science and was developed in response to the 

presented limitations of the SKP. This section introduces the FKP as a possible alternative to 

the current inspection methods for rebar corrosion in concrete. The principle of operation is 

explained, as well as the FKP’s advantage over other inspection methods. Finally, as the FKP 

has been in constant development during the work presented in this thesis, the current state of 

the technology is discussed. 

2.3.1 Principle of operation 

As previously stated, the basic principle of the FKP is the same as any Kelvin Probe. The FKP 

functions as a variable capacitor inducing a current, by varying the capacitance, which is then 

used to work out the contact potential of the sample. The main difference between the FKP and 

the KP is the sensor design, which is shown in Figure 14. Instead of a vibrating tip, as in the 

KP, the FKP has three metal sensors (brass, in the version presented in this thesis) attached in 

a wheel configuration, enclosed by a metal casing (here, brass) with a window (about 

10x10mm2 in this version) facing down towards the sample. The change in capacitance is then 

mainly produced, not by varying the probe-sample distance as is the case with the KP, but by 

varying the area of the sensor that is exposed in the window. The fact that there are three 

separate sensors, not one continuous sensor, also means that the change in capacitance is not 

continuous throughout the spin cycle. This is circumvented by an LED and photocell aiding 

with the timing and position of the sensors, making sure that the right measurements are done. 

The FKP does not rely on the conventional nulling technique, mentioned in section 2.2.2, but 
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the integrated electronics convert the measured signal into the contact potential difference 

(CPD) using stepwise bias voltage application and extrapolation.  

 

Figure 14: Left: Schematic drawing of the inside of the FKP, seen from the side. Middle: drawing of the 

rotating sensor, seen from the front. Right: Picture of the rotating sensor, seen from the front [NORCE]. 

The FKP is small, light, and compact compared to the SKP, making it convenient for field work. 

It is powered by battery and controlled via Bluetooth from a computer, tablet, or smart phone. 

The only external connection required for measurements is ground, i.e. there needs to be some 

common electrical connection between the sample and the instrument. Tests have been done 

demonstrating that the ground connection can be quite remote and still produce good 

measurements (see sections 3.4.6 and 4). 

There is also a possibility that the FKP can be self-calibrating (although this was not used during 

the work presented here) by the FKP measuring the potential difference between the sensor and 

the metal plug labelled “Reference for self-calibration” in Figure 14, at the same time as it is 

measuring on the sample. The measured potential difference between the sensor and reference 

plug should be zero (or another fixed value), so calibrations could be done automatically by the 

electronics or software. Figure 15 shows the FKP in action on a concrete wall with visible 

cracks and corroded rebars. 
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Figure 15: Early field test with the FKP, showing how it may be used. The instrument is powered by 

batteries and is controlled via Bluetooth from a tablet. Yellow wire used to ground the FKP to an 

exposed rebar. 
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2.3.2 FKP on concrete – Parallel plate capacitor model 

For the purpose of simulation, a simple model of the FKP scanning over rebars embedded in 

concrete was created. In the model, the FKP and rebar for the two parts of a parallel plate 

capacitor, with two different dielectrics in between, concrete and air, as shown in Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16: A simple model of the FKP-rebar system. The FKP and rebar form the two parts of a parallel 

plate capacitor. In between are two different dielectrics, concrete and air. By assuming that the potential 

difference between the two plates is the applied voltage 𝑈0, i.e. the potential of the FKP is zero, the 

contact potential difference CPD at the concrete-air interface can be calculated. 

This system can be described as two capacitors in series, one for each dielectric medium with 

permittivity  𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 and  𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟. The capacitance of these is 𝐶1 = 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒
𝐴

𝑡
 and 𝐶2 = 𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝐴

𝑑
 

for concrete and air respectively, where A is the area of the plates (the smallest of the two 

plates), d is the probe-sample distance(work distance), and t is the concrete cover depth. The 

total capacitance is the given by 
1

𝐶
=

1

𝐶1
+

1

𝐶2
, yielding: 

 𝐶 =
𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
 (6) 

Assuming that the potential of the FKP is zero and that the potential difference between the two 

capacitor plates is the applied voltage 𝑈0, the charge held by the two plates (positive on one 

plate and negative on the other) is given by 𝑄 = 𝐶𝑈0. The surface charge density is then 𝜎 =

𝐶𝑈0/𝐴. The displacement field flux D is equal to the surface charge density in this geometry, 

i.e. 𝐷 = 𝜎 = 𝐶𝑈0/𝐴 = 𝑄/𝐴 in both mediums, and D is continuous. By then applying 𝐷 = 𝜖𝐸, 

this gives the following for the electric fields E in the two media: 
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 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 =
𝑄

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝐴
 and 𝐸𝑎𝑖𝑟 =

𝑄

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐴
 (7) 

The contact potential difference CPD (or interface potential)  at the concrete-air boundary is 

then given by 𝐶𝑃𝐷/𝑑 = 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 = 𝑄/𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝐴. By substituting 𝑄 = 𝐶𝑈0 and equation (6), 

the final expression for the CPD at the concrete-air interface: 

 
𝐶𝑃𝐷 =

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑈0 

(8) 

 

 

Figure 17:The parallel plate capacitor model(Figure 16) for the FKP-rebar system with a coating added 

to the concrete surface. 

The application of a coating on the concrete can also be added to this model by adding another 

capacitor, as shown in Figure 17, with capacitance 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐴/𝑇, where T is the 

coating thickness.  The total capacitance then becomes: 

 
𝐶 =

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐴

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑇 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
 

(9) 

Then, by following the same steps as before, the expression for the CPD at the coating-air 

interface becomes: 
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𝐶𝑃𝐷 =

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟√𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔
2 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒

2 𝑑

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑇 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑈0 

(10) 

The parallel plate capacitor model is put to the test in section 3.4.2. According to this model, 

the FKP will still be able to measure the contact potential difference CPD through a protective 

coating. 

2.3.3 Advantages 

The differences in the design of the FKP compared to the SKP leads to some convenient 

advantages for field work. The fact that the FKP is powered by battery and controlled via 

Bluetooth, making it essentially wireless, combined with the compact size makes it easy to 

handle in the field. The rotating sensor, which is enclosed in a casing, makes the instrument 

more robust compared to the conventional vibrating tip. In addition, the work distance of up to 

a few centimetres, compared to millimetres for the KP, means that measurements with the FKP 

is less dependent on smooth surfaces.  

2.3.4 Current state of the FKP technology 

The FKP was in a constant state of development during the year spent on this thesis. This section 

will give a very brief overview of the state of the technology at this time. The FKP, in its 

protective 3D-printed plastic casing, is shown in Figure 18. The current version weighs 946g, 

including the three AA-batteries it runs on. The sensor is made of brass and has a size of 

12x10mm2. The FKP is now run with Bluetooth 5.0, and there are plans to implement a 

Bluetooth positioning system, which is still being tested. With the positioning system in place, 

it would be very simple to perform repeated handheld scans of a surface and monitor corrosion 

progression over time. 
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Figure 18: Latest version of the FKP. The probe is protected by a 3D-printed plastic casing shown in 

the top picture. The bottom picture shows the FKP without the casing. 
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2.4 On measurement uncertainty using the FKP 

The value acquired from a measurement with the FKP is in fact an average of multiple 

measurements, however there was no access to the raw data in the present version of the 

electronics. Measurement uncertainty for the results in this thesis can therefore only be acquired 

by performing several repeated measurements. This point was not clear at the beginning of the 

work, where it was believed that the individual measurements could be extracted, and error bars 

calculated. For this reason, some of the measurements are presented without proper error bars. 

Where this is the case, it is commented on. For the time being, not much is known about the 

effects of e.g. temperature and humidity (both in the air and in the concrete itself) on the FKP 

measurements. Given more time than the duration of a MSc. program allows, experiments 

should have been done in controlled environments to acquire a sense of the effects of these, and 

other, external factors. Because of this, some of the results are presented without error bars. 

One experiment was done specifically to get a sense of the measurement uncertainty (section 

3.4.6), showing good stability. It must be noted however that this was a quick test and that a 

more thorough investigation on the measurement uncertainty should be performed in the future. 

3 Method development and results 

The subject of this thesis is specifically the application of the FKP for condition monitoring of 

concrete steel reinforcements. Experiments were also done on non-concrete test samples, such 

as coated and uncoated metal panels. This was done to show i) that the FKP can be applied on 

coated surfaces and ii) that it can distinguish between pristine steel and irregularities which 

could be due to corrosion. These test samples and results from non-concrete testing are shown 

in section 3.2.  

The rest of the chapter (section 3.3- 3.4) concerns experiments done on test samples with steel 

plates and rebars embedded in cement stone. A distinction is made between concrete, which 

follows a strict formula and contains aggregates (small stones), and cement stone, which is 

simply cement mixed with water. Some of these test sample experiments produced valuable 

and encouraging results, while others did not. To document the full thesis work, all test samples 

and results are presented and discussed in chronological order. The experience gained from the 

construction of each test sample, as well as the results, aided in the design of the subsequent 

samples that led up to the final and successful test setup, which is presented in section 3.4. 
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3.1 Experimental setup and data analysis 

For all but one of the tests described in the following sections, the test samples were scanned 

with the FKP mounted to a robotic stage, as shown in Figure 19. The robotic stage can 

accommodate test samples of sizes up to 300x150mm2. 

 

Figure 19: The FKP mounted to a robotic stage, allowing for scans in X and Y direction as well as 

control over the work distance. Pictured on the stage is cement stone test sample 4, described in section 

3.3.5. 

In this setup, the FKP and the robotic arm on the stage are synchronized so that the arm moves 

the FKP between measurements. Measurements are done in a grid of a chosen resolution 

(distance between measurement points) with about one measurement every two seconds. The 

resolution can be chosen freely when starting a scan, but improving the resolution naturally 

increases the scan time. Scans with 1mm resolution were done (Figure 40), but unless otherwise 

specified the scans were always done with a resolution of 5mm, as this resolution provided a 

good compromise between resolution and scan time. 

The data was imported and plotted using several Matlab scripts and is mainly presented in two 

different ways: i) Heatmap (example in Figure 22), where the X and Y axes represent the 

position of the measurement, and the colour represents the contact potential difference (CPD) 
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value and ii) surface plots (example in Figure 26), where the height on the Z axis as well as the 

colour represents the CPD value. It must be noted that both the heatmaps and the surface plots 

were plotted as square surface areas even when this was not the case, but the axes still show the 

correct values. This was done to make the plots somewhat similar, since a lot of differently 

sized areas were scanned. To account for this, some of the pictures of the actual test samples 

that were overlaid have been distorted to match the proportions in the plot. Several line scans 

were also done, as well as handheld spot measurement, and these are presented in 2D plots.  

3.2 Non-concrete testing 

Several tests were done on non-concrete test samples, showing that the FKP does compare to 

the SKP in terms of distinguishing between different metals and between pristine and corroded 

metal.  

To show that the FKP is a viable alternative to the SKP, the first logical step was to do a straight 

comparison between the two. For the comparison, the two metal plates shown in Figure 20, zinc 

and copper, were scanned with both instruments.  

 

Figure 20: Zinc (left) and copper (right) that was scanned with both the SKP and FKP to compare the 

two instruments. The numbers written underneath denote the “expected” CPD values, measured with 

the SKP. 

The results, presented in Figure 21, show a good agreement between the two instruments. The 

potential difference measured between the two metals is the same (around 500mV). It is worth 

noting that the resolution of the two is quite different, a few mm for the SKP and 1cm for the 
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FKP. As previously mentioned, the lateral resolution of the FKP is mostly limited by the step 

size, which was chosen here to be 1cm as this was only meant as a quick test.  

 

Figure 21:Comparison between the SKP (left) and the FKP (right). Both instruments were used to scan 

over two metals plates, zinc and copper. The images are screenshots from the dedicated software for 

the SKP and FKP, respectively. The images have been distorted slightly to match the axes. The y-axis 

in the SKP picture gives the CPD in millivolts, while the y-axis for the FKP picture gives the CPD in 

volts. 

The result shows that for large differences in the 100mV range, as expected for corrosion 

measurements, the FKP can reproduce the results obtained with the SKP.  

To test the detection of corrosion defects as well as the performance through a coating, a metal 

panel with severe corrosion damage was coated with Bengaläck (two coats – Dry film thickness, 

DFT=120 μm) and scanned with the FKP. The panel before and after coating, as well as the 

heatmap from the scan, is shown in Figure 22. 

Cu 
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Cu 

Zn 
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Figure 22:Metal panel with corrosion defects before and after coating with Bengaläck. The yellow 

square marks the scanned area, with the result shown in the heatmap to the right. 

From the results presented in Figure 22, it is clear that the FKP can distinguish between pristine 

and corroded steel, even through a coating. This is a very major point as discussed in the 

introduction, because the two other inspection methods discussed cannot measure through a 

coating. Another test with a coated steel plate was done. This time, the plate had three “regions”, 

as shown in Figure 23, one where tap water was applied, one where salt water was applied, and 

one where there was a palladium patch. Again, the sample was coated with Bengaläck. 
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Figure 23:Steel plate with corrosion defects caused by tap water, salt water and Pd electroplating, 

before and after coating with Bengaläck. The yellow square marks the scanned area shown in the 

heatmap to the right. 

As before, the corrosion defects are clearly visible, especially where salt water was applied. 

The results presented in this section show that the FKP compares quite well with the SKP and 

that it can distinguish between pristine and corroded steel through a coating.  

3.3 Preliminary concrete testing designs 

3.3.1 Cement stone test sample preparation 

A total of 10 test sample designs were made and tried out, leading up to the final design. All 

test samples were made using Infra PLAN cement, pictured in Figure 24, mixed with water. No 

mixing formula was followed, but water was added until the mixture had reached a suitable 

consistency. This, in hindsight, was probably not the best approach as knowledge about density 

and water content would have helped when analysing the data. This mix is not technically 

regarded as concrete, which would require the addition of aggregates (small stones), and will 

therefore from this point on be referred to as cement stone. 

Tap water 

Salt water 

Pd patch 
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Figure 24: The cement used for all the cement test samples (Infra PLAN) is pictured on the left-hand 

side and the manual mixing of the cement with water is pictured in the middle. The right-hand picture 

is of cement test sample 2(ch.3.3.3) during casting. The back sides of the steel samples and the 

connecting wires are partly visible. 

The frames were all assembled with wooden planks and were placed top-side down on a glass 

plate covered in a plastic sheet during casting. It is worth noting that in the following sections, 

some of the test samples are described as too large for a full scan to be possible with the robotic 

stage. This was a deliberate and accepted trade-off to fit more contents in a single sample. In 

hindsight, it might have been preferable to design the test samples in a way that allowed for full 

scans. 
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3.3.2 Cement stone test sample 1  

 

Figure 25: Cement stone test sample 1, before (bottom left), after (top left), and during (top right) 

casting. The final image (bottom right) show the contents of the test sample laid out on a plastic sheet. 

The first step was to test whether the FKP can detect steel embedded in cement stone. To this 

end, the first cement test sample was designed. A 300x500 mm2 cement stone slab was cast 

with a total of fifteen 50x50mm2 carbons steel plates embedded at three different depths, from 

5mm to 10mm as shown in Figure 25. Three larger plates were assembled by combining four 

of the smaller plates for each and connecting them with copper tape. Tests showed that one of 

the plates in the shallow large plate assembly (four smaller carbon steel plates connected 

together) might have disconnected from the rest during the fabrication of the sample, as it does 

not show up on the scans. 

Multiple scans were done on this test sample, showing that the shallowest steel plates were 

clearly visible, with good contrast from the surrounding environment. Due to the large area of 

the test sample and the limits of the scanning setup, a full scan of the sample was not possible. 

The best results were obtained by scanning over the largest shallow plate and half of the small 

shallow plate. The resulting surface plot and heatmap is shown in Figure 26. As previously 

mentioned, the top left quadrant of the large steel plate assembly seems to have been 

disconnected. 
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Figure 26: Heat map and surface plot from scanning over the two shallowest steel plates in cement 

stone test sample 1. The yellow square indicates the scanned area of the sample. 

The results from this test sample show that the FKP can indeed detect the embedded steel in 

cement stone but provide no information on its ability to detect corrosion patterns, which 

became the next logical step. 

3.3.3 Cement stone test sample 2 

The second cement stone test sample was designed to test the spatial resolution of the FKP, as 

well as its ability to detect corrosion patterns. Embedded in the 300x300mm2 cement stone slab 

were two steel plates with some rust patterns and a piece of stainless steel with several sharp 

corners and a roughly 20x10mm2 hole. The metal samples were embedded at a depth of around 

8mm. The contents of cement test sample 2 are shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: The contents of cement stone test sample 2 prior to casting, seen from the back of the sample. 

The areas marked "RUST" correspond to rust patterns on the opposite side of the plates. 

Again, the test sample was too large for the scanning setup to get a complete scan, so scans 

were done in two parts. Scans over the two steel plates show that the smaller plate is visible, 

while the large one is not. It also seems like the rust pattern on the smaller plate is 

distinguishable from the rest of the plate, although the results are inconclusive. The heatmap 

from the scan with an overlaid image of the test sample contents is shown in Figure 28. It is not 

clear why the larger plate was not detected by the FKP.  
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Figure 28: Image of the two steel plates embedded in cement stone test sample 2 overlaid on the heatmap 

from the scan of the area. The marked areas on the plates indicate a rust pattern on the other (scanned) 

side. 

The scan of the stainless steel shape shows a shape with a spike which coincides with the hole. 

The edges of the shape, however, are not clearly visible. The heatmap with an overlaid image 

of the shape is shown in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Image of the stainless steel shape embedded in cement test sample 2 overlaid on the heatmap 

from the scan of the area. Overlaid image of the stainless steel shape has been distorted to match the 

proportions of the plot. 

In short, the results from cement stone test sample 2 gave some indication that the rust pattern 

on one of the steel plates was detectable by the FKP. Further tests were done to verify this 

result. 

3.3.4 Cement stone test sample 3 

The indication that the rust pattern in cement test sample 2 was distinguishable, though 

inconclusive, was promising and encouraged further investigation. Cement test sample 3 was 

made with this goal in mind, but this time in a more controlled way. A triangular shape was 

assembled by cutting and connecting five carbon steel plates as shown in Figure 30. The whole 

triangle was sandblasted, then half was corroded with 3.5% NaCl solution, before it was 

embedded in the sample at a depth of 5mm. 
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Figure 30: The contents of cement stone test sample 3, seen from both sides. 

Scans of this slab again showed a clear contrast between the carbon steel and the surrounding 

cement stone. A clear distinction between pristine and corroded steel was not seen in the scans, 

though the steel plate is clearly visible. The heatmap with an image of the contents (Figure 30) 

overlaid is shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Image of the contents of cement stone test sample 3 overlaid on the heatmap from the scan. 

Although this test sample did not provide the expected result, which was seeing a distinction 

between pristine and corroded steel, it did provide another interesting result. After the sample 

had outlived its intended purpose and no more scans seemed useful, it was used to test a 

commercial CuSO4 reference electrode in a half-cell potential measurement to hopefully 

compare our results with a commercial technique. The test was unsuccessful, but several weeks 

later another scan was done with the FKP. The resulting scan showed a big spike matching the 

size and shape of the reference electrode plug, that completely drowned out any other contrasts, 

in the spot where the electrode had been placed. This could provide some support to the idea 

that utilizing a reference electrode for half-cell potential measurements contaminates the 

concrete and alters its chemistry. The heatmap from the scan showing this result is shown in 

Figure 32 and the surface plot is shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 32: The heatmap from the scan of cement stone test sample 3 suggesting that the CuSO4 electrode 

had contaminated the sample so that measurements with the FKP were no longer possible. The shape 

and size of the spike matches that of the electrode. 
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Figure 33: Surface plot of the sample presented in Figure 32. 

Cement stone test sample 3 did not provide any support to the idea that pre-corroded steel could 

be distinguished from pristine steel with the FKP. The conclusion drawn from this at the time 

was that pre-corroded patterns may not be distinguishable at all and that an active corrosion 

situation was needed. 

3.3.5 Cement stone test sample 4 

The three previously described test samples were made with steel plates as they are larger and 

thus easier to detect with FKP. As the tests showed that the plates are detectable with the FKP, 

the next natural step was to make a sample with rebars (12mm diameter, commercially available 

rebar). The fourth cement stone test sample was made to both test the FKP’s ability to detect 

rebars and attempt to create a distinction between a pristine and an actively corroding rebar. A 

300x150 mm2 two-in-one sample with two identical rebars separated by a wood divider was 

made. Since the rust pattern in cement stone test sample 3 was indistinguishable from the 

pristine steel, the idea here was to instead invoke active corrosion in one of the rebars. One of 
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the rebars was wrapped in gauze that had previously been soaked in 3.5% NaCl solution and 

left to dry. The idea was that the NaCl, when exposed to added water from the wet cement, 

would induce corrosion in the rebar, while the other rebar would be protected by the wood 

divider and remain unaffected. Cement stone test sample 4, before and after casting, is shown 

in Figure 34. The depth of the rebars was 5mm. 

 

Figure 34: Cement stone test sample 4, before and after casting. The top rebar was wrapped in NaCl 

soaked gauze prior to casting. The wooden divider protects the other rebar, which is unaltered. 

There was a stain visible on the cement surface over the corroded rebar. Looking at the stain 

through a video microscope revealed that the stained area had a much rougher surface than the 

rest of the sample. This could suggest that a layer of salt has formed on the surface during 

casting (instead of the cement mixture) and was since washed away, leaving a rougher surface. 

Sandpaper was used to sand a small area of the sample surface to compare the two, revealing 

that the areas look much alike. Figure 35 shows microscope pictures of the area above the 

corroded rebar, the sanded area, and an area with a smooth surface for comparison. From the 

microscope images, it seems clear that the pattern on the surface above the corroded rebar is 
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simply a rougher surface compared to the rest of the sample. This in itself should not influence 

the measurements to the degree seen in the scans (Figure 36 and Figure 37). 

 

Figure 35: The surface of cement stone test sample 4 under a microscope. Three different areas are 

shown. Left: Smooth surface (untouched). Middle: Sanded surface. Right: The pattern above the 

corroded rebar. 

Scans of the test sample showed that the unaffected rebar was visible (it can be seen as a small 

bump in Figure 37 around X=50mm) with a contrast of around 50mV, and the (potentially) 

corroded rebar showed up in great contrast to the surrounding cement stone, with a contrast of 

around 150mV. The rough surface may have had an influence on the contrast seen in the scans, 

but previous experience from the lab suggests that it should not make such a profound 

difference. The heatmap from the scan is shown in Figure 36 and the surface plot is shown in 

Figure 37. It seems likely that the stark contrast (around 150mV difference) seen in the scans 

is indeed caused by ongoing corrosion of the rebar. From the scan it is also clear that the whole 

cement stone bulk containing the corroding rebar has a lower potential than the bulk containing 

the unaffected rebar. A possible explanation for this could be that the salinity of the cement 

stone (from the gauze wrapped around the rebar) influenced the moisture content of the cement 

stone bulk, decreasing the resistivity of the cement stone, leading to a greater (more negative) 

measured potential. The full effects of the moisture conditions in the cement stone on FKP 

measurements is not presently known and requires further investigation. 

1mm 
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Figure 36: Heatmap from the scan of cement stone test sample 4. Image of a portion of the embedded 

rebars and wooden divider overlaid. The right rebar is wrapped in NaCl soaked gauze, while the left 

rebar is unaltered. The area matching the corroding rebar shows up in great contrast to the surrounding 

cement stone.  
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Figure 37: Surface plot from the scan of cement stone test sample 4. The difference in CPD between the 

corroding rebar and the surrounding cements stone is clearly seen, as in Figure 36. The pristine rebar 

is better seen in this plot, around X=50mm. 

Scans of cement stone test sample 4 show that rebars embedded in cement stone are detectable 

with the FKP. In addition to the fact that the FKP can detect the rebars, the results from cement 

stone test sample 4 seem to suggest that the FKP can distinguish between a corroding and a 

pristine rebar.  

3.3.6 Cement stone test sample 5 

Now that there were encouraging results indicating that corroding rebars are detectable, the idea 

was to produce corrosion on the rebar and experiment with polarization (applying voltages 

between the different contents of the test sample). The fifth cement test sample was a 

150x150mm2 cement stone slab. In the slab, a rebar was embedded, at 5mm depth, in the middle 

of the frame as well as two carbon steel plates at the edges, one on each side of the rebar. The 

rebar was not parallel to the sides of the frame but was mounted at an angle of around 3o. The 
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carbon steel plates would serve as counter electrodes to polarize the rebar, meaning to apply a 

voltage across the rebar and either electrode. The rebar was set at an angle to test the effect of 

distance on the polarization. The contents of cement test sample 5 prior to casting is shown in 

Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38:  The contents of cement stone test sample 5. 

While the polarization of the rebar in this sample proved fruitless, scans of the slab showed a 

curious feature on the rebar. In the middle of the rebar there seems to be a missing piece, which 

obviously could not be the case. This was first thought to be an effect caused by the resolution 

(grid size) of the scan (5mm) in combination with the angle of the rebar, but a scan with 1mm 

step size revealed the same feature again, proving that it was a real effect. Unfortunately, a 

picture from the top of the rebar was not taken prior to casting, making it impossible to know 

if there was some defect responsible for the feature that showed up in the scans. There are also 

some quite prominent features on both sides of the rebar, which could warrant further 

investigation. The heatmap from the scan with 1mm steps is shown in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39: Heatmap from the scan of cement test sample 5 with image of the embedded rebar overlaid. 

The rebar seems to have a different potential near its centre (ca. X=60, Y=50). 

While the rebar and the defects are clearly seen in the heatmap in Figure 39, the surface plot 

shown in Figure 40 makes it even clearer that the rebar does not have a uniform contact potential 

along its length. Quite prominent features along the rebar can be seen, especially the seemingly 

missing piece around Y=50. This feature, along with the other potential gradients along the 

rebars length could suggest active corrosion, or at least some defect on the rebar. 
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Figure 40: Surface plot from the scan of cement test sample 5. 

Scans of cements stone test sample 5 did not specifically support the idea of corrosion detection. 

The results do however show that the FKP can pick up defects along the rebar in high detail, 

which would aid the detection of localized corrosion spots. If the spots with high potential 

gradients are not caused by active corrosion, it could suggest that stable (i.e. not actively 

corroding, but corrosion products etc.) defects are indeed detectable, contrary to what was found 

in the previous attempts (section 3.3.3-3.3.4). Because of this, yet another attempt was made 

with pre-corroded steel. 

3.3.7 Cement stone test sample 6 

A final attempt at distinguishing pre-corroded steel from pristine steel was made with cement 

test sample 6. Four carbon steel plates were connected in two pairs, one of them was sandblasted 

and the other was heavily rusted with 3.5% NaCl solution. The plates were screwed into a piece 

of wood which was then used to hold them in place during casting in a 185x150mm2 wooden 

frame, so the depth was around 7mm. The contents of the sample are shown in Figure 41.  
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Figure 41: The contents of cement test sample 6. Four carbon steel plates connected in two pairs, one 

sanded and one heavily rusted. 

As before, scans showed that the steel plates were clearly distinguishable from the surrounding 

environment and as before, no distinction between the pristine and corroded steel was apparent. 

The heatmap and surface plot from the scans are shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43, respectively. 
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Figure 42: Heatmap from the scan of cement test sample 6. The two sets of carbon steel samples are 

basically indistinguishable, even though one was corroded and the other was pristine prior to sample 

casting (see Figure 41). 
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Figure 43: Surface plot from the scan of cement test sample 6. 

The results from cement stone test sample 6 show yet again that pre-corroded steel is not 

distinguishable from pristine steel using the FKP. This suggests that the defects on the rebar in 

cement stone test sample 5 (section 3.3.6) are something else, possibly active corrosion. It is 

however difficult to say much about what has happened below the sample surface after casting. 

3.3.8 Cement stone test sample 7 – The Cemwich 

The results from cement test sample 2 gave some indication that it could be possible to 

distinguish a pre-corroded pattern from pristine steel. The subsequent results, however, seems 

to indicate that it is not. It seems likely that during casting and curing, some chemical reactions 

happen that equalize the electric potential of the steel plates, quite possibly forming the same 

oxide layer on all embedded steel (passivation – section 1.2.1). To counteract the uncertainties 

related to the condition of the steel embedded in the cement stone, a reopenable “cement 

sandwich” (Cemwich), was created. The aim was to make a cement brick which could be 
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opened multiple times, making it possible to control the condition of the steel that was placed 

inside the slot. Wires were split and cast into both parts of the Cemwich, to create a common 

connection to the FKP for the cement stone and the steel. A schematic drawing of the Cemwich 

is shown in Figure 44. 

 

 

Figure 44: Schematic drawing of the Cemwich, a cement stone brick in two parts. The idea was that a 

steel plate could be placed inside the slot and its corrosion conditions could be controlled by e.g. adding 

NaCl. 

Three versions of the Cemwich was made. The first two had structural problems and broke 

easily if not handled with extreme care. The third and last Cemwich was sturdy enough to 

withstand the measurement process. Pictures of the three versions of the Cemwich are shown 

in Figure 45. 

Slot 
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Figure 45: The three versions of the Cemwich, in chronological order from left to right. The lid of the 

first two versions was too thin and broke during the measurement process. The final version is the one 

that was ultimately used. 

Measurements on the Cemwich were done without the scanning robotic stage setup (section 

3.1), in a single spot right above the slot. Measurements were taken when the slot was empty, 

then with a carbon steel plate (the same kind as in cement stone test sample 1 – section 3.3.2). 

This was done once then repeated before 3.5% NaCl solution was added on the steel to induce 

corrosion. The results are shown in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46: Spot measurements on the Cemwich, right above the "slot". Measurements were done with 

the slot empty and then with a steel sample in. This step was repeated before adding NaCl to the steel 

plate to induce corrosion. X-axis has arbitrary units (number of measurement). 

There is a clear difference between when the slot is empty and when the carbon steel plate is 

placed inside. There also seems to be a slight difference between pristine and corroded steel, 

but the difference is quite small, and does not land outside the spread of the measurements. This 

Empty Steel Empty Steel Corroding steel 
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result showed some promise, but subsequent tests showed a high degree of randomness in the 

measurements when steel with and without active corrosion were added and removed. This 

could be due to the slowly changing humidity in the cement stone (as the water/NaCl solution 

diffuses) or some other effect. As a result, the Cemwich experiments were abandoned. They 

did show some promise and could warrant further experimentation, but due to time constraints 

and the emergence of another idea, it seemed logical to move on to the next test sample. 

3.4 The final concrete testing design – The interrupted rebar 

From the previously described experiments, it became clear that real corrosion is difficult to 

produce in a controllable way. Pre-corroding the samples before casting produced no tangible 

results, and the Cemwich experiments were inconclusive. The conclusion from this was that a 

different approach was needed. 

3.4.1 Concept and design 

A solution was suggested by Prof. Sylvia Keßler, to imitate corrosion by applying a voltage 

between a portion of the rebar and a stainless-steel mesh or another rebar (to imitate the anodic 

and cathodic regions – section 1.2.1). A rebar was cut into three pieces, two big and one small, 

and reassembled with plastic tubes and X60 quick glue to ensure no electrical contact. A 

stainless-steel mesh was placed at the bottom of the frame, to serve as both a counter electrode 

for applying a voltage and to serve as a possible connection point for the FKP. Wires leading 

out of the frame were connected to the small rebar piece and the mesh, while the other rebar 

pieces were sticking out of the frame. The test sample was then cast in cement stone. A 

schematic of the interrupted rebar setup is shown in Figure 47. 
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Figure 47:Schematic of the experimental setup with the interrupted rebar design to imitate corrosion 

on a portion of the rebar, by polarizing against a stainless-steel mesh. 

Images of the contents of the interrupted rebar test sample before casting are shown in Figure 

48. 

 

Figure 48: The inside of the interrupted rebar test sample, seen from the top (left) and bottom (right). 

(The mesh is leaning on the wire from the small rebar piece but they are not electrically connected). 

3.4.2 Parallel plate capacitor model of the interrupted rebar test sample 

For the purpose of creating a simple simulation of the measurements on the interrupted rebar 

test sample presented in sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.6, the parallel capacitor model presented in 

section 2.3.2 was modified slightly. The difference from the original model is that the rebar is 

now split into three parts where the voltage 𝑈0 is applied between the two outer rebar pieces 

and the centre piece in such a way that the centre piece has zero potential and the two side 

pieces have the potential −𝑈0.  
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The basis of the simulation is equation (8) from section 2.3.2, where 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 and 𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟 are the 

relative dielectric constants for concrete (≈ 4.5𝜖0) and air (≈ 1𝜖0) respectively[26] (the 

dielectric constant for cement stone was not found, so concrete was used instead). t and d are 

the thicknesses of the cement stone cover and the work distance (probe-sample distance) of the 

FKP, respectively.  

 

Figure 49: A simple model of the FKP-rebar system. The FKP and rebar form the two parts of a parallel 

plate capacitor. In between are two different dielectrics, the cement stone and air. By assuming that the 

potential U0 is the same as the applied voltage and the potential at the FKP is zero (i.e. the potential 

difference between them is 𝑈0), the potential at the cement stone-air interface can be calculated. The 

voltage was applied in such a way that the middle rebar piece sits at zero potential and the two side 

pieces sit at U0. 

This approximation in equation (8) seems reasonable right above the source of the potential U0, 

i.e. the two side pieces. When moving along the rebar across the cement stone surface, towards 

the middle (from either side), it was assumed that the potential drops as 1/r, where r is the 

distance from the potential source to the spot in question on the surface. Adding this to equation 

(8) yields the following for the contact potential difference CPD: 

 
𝐶𝑃𝐷(𝑟) =

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑈0

𝑡

𝑟
 

(11) 

In addition to this, comes the fact that the cement stone surface itself has its own 

electrochemical potential relative to the FKP. By looking at the data from the uncertainty test 

(Figure 61), and looking at the peak values for the lines, it can be assumed that the cement stone 

r 
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has a potential of around -0.3V relative to the FKP. Adding these to equation (11) yields the 

following for the interface potential: 

 
𝐶𝑃𝐷(𝑟) = −0.3𝑉 +

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑈0

𝑡

𝑟
 

 

Testing of the model revealed a systematic error in the contrast (max-min value) of each line of 

100-200mV. The following was observed: The centre of the zero applied potential line in Figure 

61, where the potentiostat was disconnected, is shifted from the 100mV line by a 

disproportionately large margin compared to the other cases. It seems likely that simply 

connecting the potentiostat alters the measured potential. Investigation of the data revealed that 

the centre point of the lines shifts by an average of 22mV between steps, except the zero line, 

which shifts by 162mV. By assuming that the line would have shifted by the average, had it 

still been connected to the potentiostat, the influence of connecting the potentiostat is 140mV. 

This value is therefore added to the applied potential 𝑈0, resulting in the final expression for 

the interface potential: 

 
𝐶𝑃𝐷(𝑟) = −0.3𝑉 +

𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑡 + 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑑
(𝑈0 + 0.14𝑉)

𝑡

𝑟
 

(12) 

Plotting the interface potential from equation (12) with 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 = 4.5𝜖0, 𝜖𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 1𝜖0, 𝑑 =

1𝑚𝑚, 𝑡 = 5𝑚𝑚, and 𝑈0 decreasing from 0.5V to 0.1V in 0.1V steps produced the plot shown 

in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50: Plot of the simple model of the FKP-interrupted rebar system with applied voltages from 

500-100mV. 

The model was compared with two experiments, presented in sections 3.4.4 and 3.4.6. The 

results, presented in Figure 56 and Figure 62, show a very good agreement between the 

experimental data and the theoretical model regarding the linear relationship between the 

contrasts (maximum value - minimum value) and the applied voltage.  

3.4.3 Polarization against stainless steel mesh 

A “proof of concept” test was done by connection a 1.5V battery between the stainless steel 

mesh and the middle rebar piece. As seen in Figure 51, the rebar piece clearly shows up as a 

sharp peak in contrast to the surrounding environment. The increasing CPD towards lower X 

values is most likely due to the test sample not being completely level on the stage and the 

rebars being embedded at a slightly uneven depth, since the FKP is quite sensitive to small 

differences in work distance. 
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Figure 51: Surface plot from scanning the interrupted rebar when polarized with a 1,5V battery. The 

bump in the plot coincides with the location of the small rebar piece (X=50mm, Y=40mm). 

3.4.4 Polarization against rebar 

This encouraging result prompted further experiments on the interrupted rebar test sample. In 

the case of active corrosion, distinct  CPD gradients are a good indicator pinpointing the 

corrosion spots. The question now was: How small such gradients are observable with the FKP?  

A potentiostat was connected between the small rebar piece and the two longer pieces on the 

sides, as shown in Figure 52. Scans of the test sample were done with the potentiostat applying 

decreasing voltages in 50mV steps from 500mV to 0mV over the course of around 20 hours. 

The first scan, with an applied voltage of 500mV, is shown in Figure 53.  
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Figure 52: Schematic drawing of the setup of the interrupted rebar test sample. Small rebar piece 

polarized against the two larger rebar pieces and connected to the FKP. The potentiostat is indicated 

by the battery symbol. Note: The connections are different than in Figure 47. 
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Figure 53: Surface plot of the interrupted rebar test sample with a 500mV voltage applied across the 

rebar piece and the mesh. 

Due to the connection of the different pieces of the sample, with the small rebar piece and FKP 

sitting at the ground potential, the picture is opposite to the one in Figure 51 (in Figure 51, the 

middle rebar piece had an elevated potential. Here, the two side pieces have a lower potential). 

The longer side rebar pieces sit at a lower potential than the surrounding environment, including 

the small piece.  

To show a representation of how the scans change with the applied voltage, cross-sectional 

surface scans were taken in the X-direction, through Y=30mm which is the line with the biggest 

potential gradient (maximum to minimum) as shown Figure 53. There was a slight drift in the 

measurement results over the 20 hours, most likely due to the temperature changes in the room 

(the temperature was regrettably not recorded). To factor out this drift, the cross-sectional 

profiles were normalized in the following way: The CPD value of the centre point of each 

profile was subtracted from every point on that profile, so that the centre point has a CPD value 

of zero (The raw data can be seen in Appendix I). Since the centre point is located at the small 
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rebar piece, which sits at the ground potential with the FKP, it should be unaffected by the 

applied voltage. Figure 54 shows the normalized cross sectional profiles as a function of applied 

Voltage. The same cross-sectional profiles are shown in Figure 55, superimposed on each other 

in a 2D-plot. 

 

Figure 54: 3D- plot of the cross-sectional profiles as a function of applied voltage. The profiles have 

been normalized to account for drift in the measurement data.  

 

Figure 55: 2D-plot of the cross-sectional profiles shown in Figure 54 as a function of applied voltage. 

The profiles have been normalized to account for drift in the measurement data. There is a general tilt 
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in the measurement, i.e. higher values on the right. This is probably due to both uneven depth of the 

rebar and levelling of the sample on the stage. 

From Figure 54 and Figure 55 it becomes clear that the changes in the CPD profiles, as a 

consequence of applying an external voltage between the small and the two large rebar pieces, 

is measurable with the FKP. There is a tilt in the measurements, i.e. the values are higher on 

the right side than the left. It is likely that this is caused both by uneven depth of the rebar and 

the levelling of the test sample on the stage as previously discussed. In Figure 56, the results 

are compared with the theoretical model described before (section 3.4.2). The difference 

between the maximum and the minimum CPD, or “contrast”, of the 11 cross-sectional profiles 

are plotted, showing a linear relationship between the contrast and the applied voltage that 

matches well with the theoretical model (section 3.4.2), although the slope is slightly off. There 

is a systematic shift of 50-100mV between the experimental and theoretical contrasts. It could 

be that the line (Y=30) slightly misses the rebar as this experiment was not originally intended 

to show single lines. This experiment was also performed several months prior to the one in 

section 3.4.6, and the conditions in the cement stone has likely changed in that time (changing 

the permittivity etc.), which this simple model does not account for. A better representation of 

the of the model is presented in Figure 62 in section 3.4.6. 

 

Figure 56: The difference between maximum and minimum CPD, or "contrast", for the cross-sectional 

profiles as a function of applied voltage. The linear trend is well produced by theoretical model from 
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section 3.4.2, although the slope is slightly off. There is a systematic shift of 50-100mV between the 

experimental data and the theoretical model. The slope and systematic shift are likely a result of the 

model not taking into account the changes in the cement stone humidity conditions at the time of the 

experiment. 

3.4.5 Coating 

 

Figure 57: The interrupted rebar test sample before (left) and after (right) coating with Bengaläck. 

As discussed in section 3.2, previous testing on non-concrete samples have been done, 

demonstrating that the FKP can measure CPD through non-conducting coatings. To test 

whether this also applies to concrete, two scans were done. A voltage of 500mV was applied in 

the same way as before and the sample was scanned. A coat of Bengaläck was then applied and 

the procedure was repeated. Figure 57 shows pictures of the test sample before and after the 

coating was applied. The two resulting scans are shown in Figure 58 and the cross sectional 

profiles of the two are shown for comparison in Figure 59. 
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Figure 58: Surface plot of the measured CPD on the interrupted rebar test sample before and after 

coating with Bengalack with an applied voltage of 500mV. 

 

Figure 59: Cross-sectional profile of the two scans of the interrupted rebar test sample before and after 

coating with Bengalack with an applied voltage of 500mV. A drawing of the rebar matched with the 

scan locations is shown above. 

No extensive analysis of this result seems necessary, as it is intended to show that even with a 

coating applied on the surface, measurements with the FKP can be carried out as expected. 

There is a slight difference in the maximum and minimum CPD values, as seen in Figure 59, 

but these could be due to several factors including humidity and temperature or the distance 

between the sensor and the test sample. Regardless of the small differences between the two, 

the features, e.g. the contrasts, seem well preserved.  
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3.4.6 Measurement uncertainty/spread for the FKP 

As mentioned in section 2.4, quantifying the measurement uncertainty of the FKP is difficult at 

this time. The data acquired from the FKP is given as the average measured value in each spot, 

with no information about the spread. The following test was performed to at least get an idea 

of the reliability and repeatability of the FKP measurements, as well as to test a more remote 

connection between the FKP and the test sample. The potentiostat was connected between the 

small and large rebar pieces and the FKP was connected to the stainless steel mesh, i.e. no direct 

contact to the rebar pieces, as shown in Figure 60.  

 

Figure 60:Schematic drawing of the setup of the interrupted rebar test sample. Small rebar piece 

polarized against the two larger rebar pieces. The FKP is only connected to the sample via the stainless 

steel mesh. The potentiostat is indicated by the battery symbol. The connections are different than in 

Figure 47 and Figure 52. 

A total of 30 line scans were performed on the now coated interrupted rebar test sample, along 

the three rebar pieces. Five different voltages were applied across the rebar pieces, from 

-500mV to -100mV, each with five line scans performed over the course of around 30 minutes. 

Temperature and humidity were not recorded. Finally, the potentiostat was disconnected and 

another five line scans were performed. The average of the five line scans for each applied 

voltage are shown in Figure 61, with errors bars denoting the mean absolute error. For a plot 

with the raw data, see Appendix I – Raw data.  
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Figure 61:Five line scans along the three rebar pieces for 5 applied voltages from 500-0mV applied 

between the small rebar piece and the two larger pieces. A drawing of the rebar pieces matched with 

the scan locations is shown above. 

These results show the following: i) There is some deviation between each individual line scan, 

but it is reasonably small, and the gradients seen are larger than the error. ii) Potential gradients 

of less than 100mV are still distinguishable by the FKP, confirming yet again that the FKP has 

no problem measuring through a coating. iii) The FKP can measure the potential drop over the 

rebar without direct contact to the rebar itself, any connection to the cement stone bulk will do.  

The result from simulating the parallel capacitor model of the interrupted rebar presented in 

Figure 50 shows quite good agreement with the measurement data presented in Figure 61. 

Especially the baseline values for each applied voltage (the flat lines on each side of the peak 

in Figure 50) seem to match very well with the measurements, while the peaks are a little lower 

than the measured values. In order to further compare the experimental data with the theoretical 

model, the largest difference for each line (i.e. maximum value minus minimum value) was 

plotted for both. Again, the zero applied potential line is not included, as it provides no 

information from the theoretical model. The resulting plot (Figure 62) shows a good agreement 

between the experimental data and the theoretical model. 
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Figure 62: Comparison between the measurement data shown in Figure 61 (the zero applied voltage 

line is excluded, as the model would naturally return zero) and the theoretical model shown in Figure 

50. There is a very good agreement between experimental and the theoretical model. 

3.4.7 Summary – interrupted rebar test sample 

The results from tests on the interrupted rebar test sample show the following: 

• Connecting the FKP directly to the small rebar piece and polarizing the piece against 

the stainless steel mesh at a voltage comparable with what one would expect from 

corrosion, leads to a clear increase in measured CPD at the location of the small rebar 

piece. The increase in measured potential matches quite well with the expected values 

obtained from a simple theoretical model (section 3.4.2, equation (12)).  

• Connecting the FKP directly to the small rebar piece and polarizing the piece against 

the two larger pieces, with voltages down to 50mV, produces a measurable potential 

gradient between the rebar pieces comparable to what one would expect from corrosion 

hot spots. This, along with the first point, shows that the FKP can be used to measure 

corrosion in a rebar embedded in cement stone.  

• Applying a coating to the cement stone surface makes no difference to measurements 

with the FKP. This shows that the FKP could be used to measure corrosion under coated 

surfaces, which is a point of great importance.  
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• The FKP can measure the potential of a rebar embedded in cement stone with a remote 

ground, i.e. no direct electric contact to the rebar. This was shown by using the stainless 

steel mesh in the interrupted rebar test sample as a ground for the FKP while measuring 

potential gradients in the rebars from an externally applied voltage (see section 3.4.6). 

• Modelling the FKP as a parallel plate capacitor produces a good agreement between 

experimental and theoretical data, although the model should be expanded to account 

for e.g. moisture conditions in the test sample. 

4 Field tests 

A number of field tests were performed over the course of the work presented in this thesis, 

both on concrete and non-concrete surfaces, with varying degree of success. While most of 

these tests did not produce much in the way of proving the FKP can detect corrosion, they did 

provide answers to some questions on the FKP’s performance in the field. Plots of the 

measurement results will not be presented for all of these, but rather a description of what was 

done and the experience that was gained from it.  

The first field test was performed early in the project, on a concrete building with heavily 

corroded rebars exposed by cracks in the wall, as shown in Figure 63. Different rebars were 

used as a grounding point for the FKP. Designed as a quick test, this did not produce much in 

terms of actual results as not everything was recorded. What was demonstrated, however, was 

that the FKP produced a quite steady and equal signal no matter which rebar was chosen as 

ground, giving the first indication that a remote ground might be used. 
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Figure 63: The first outdoors test of the FKP on a concrete wall with cracks and heavily corroded 

rebars. The FKP being controlled via Bluetooth from a tablet is shown in the picture to the right. 

Another field test was performed just outside the NORCE building at Fantoft, with the aim of 

further investigating the use of a remote grounding point. A long rebar was hammered into the 

ground and connected by a wire to the FKP, as shown in Figure 64. The FKP was then used to 

measure in a single spot on cement test sample 3 (section 3.3.4), which was connected to the 

(actual) ground by burying the wire from the sample under the rocks seen in the picture.  
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Figure 64: Field test outside NORCE, Fantoft. With the aim of testing measurements with a remote 

ground, a rebar was hammered into the ground and connected to the FKP. The FKP was then tested on 

cement stone test sample 3, which was connected to ground via a wire buried under the stones seen in 

the picture, producing a steady signal. 

This test showed once again that the FKP produces a steady signal even with a remote ground 

connection. The effect of the grounding was tested by disconnencting the wire, which led to a 

very noisy signal.  

A field test to further demonstrate the use of remote ground and perhaps produce some 

corrosion measurements was performed in a parking house. The temperature during this test 

was around zero degrees celsius. The concrete floor of the parking house had some exposed, 

heavily corroded rebars. The FKP was connected to ground via a distant pole, as shown in 

Figure 65. 
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Figure 65: Field test in a parking house with corroded rebars on the concrete floor. The picture to the 

left shows the ground connection and the picture to the right shows the FKP and the measured area. 

A 8x4 grid of 10x10mm2 squares was drawn on the concrete floor, over the exposed rebar, and 

spot measurements were done. The grid and the resulting plot is shown in Figure 66. While the 

results shown might not indicate corrosion, there does seem to be a spike at A5 and C5 that 

matches the brown spots seen in the picture of the grid, however it is difficult to draw any 

conclusions from this alone. The measurements were again steady in each spot, showing that 

the FKP works with a remote ground connection. The FKP has also now been shown to work 

well even at low temperatures. 
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Figure 66: The 8x4grid marked on the parking house floor and the resulting plot from FKP spot 

measurements. Each line in the plot is one horizontal line (A, B, C, D) of the grid. 

Two more field tests were carried out, on coated metal surfaces. One field test was on the inside 

of a tank at an oil terminal, shown in Figure 67, and the other was on the deck of “MS 

Miljødronningen”, a research and conference vessel operated by Norges Miljøvernforbund 

(NMF), shown in Figure 69. The temperature was around zero degrees celsius in both field 

tests. Both field tests once again demonstrated that the FKP can be used in cold and humid 

conditions. 
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Figure 67: The FKP being used for measurements on the painted (and unpainted) metal surface on the 

inside of a large storage tank at an oil terminal. 

The coating on the inside of the tank was unevenly applied and the thickness varied greatly. 

Paint sagging made the surface uneven, making it difficult to place the FKP steadily on the 

surface. The results in Figure 68 show large differences (sometimes several thousand mV) in 

the measured CPD values from one spot to the next. The exact reason for the large differences 

is not easy to pinpoint but it seems likely that the uneven coating surface is one of the main 

reasons, as moving the FKP mid measurement, even slightly, causes quite noisy signals. In 

other words, the FKP must be held steady for the duration of each measurement.  
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Figure 68: FKP measurements from a portion of the inside of the oil terminal tank. The measured values 

are presented in mV and are matched to the measurement location. Unusually high values of more than 

thousand mV are a result of the uneven surface making the FKP unsteady during the measurement. 

 

Figure 69: The FKP being used for measurements on the painted deck of MS Miljødronningen. 

The results from the deck of MS Miljødronningen, shown in Figure 70, show reasonable values 

from the FKP, meaning values in the same range as what has been measured in the lab on other 

metal surfaces, normally in the range of tens-hundreds of mV. Potential gradients of more than 

100mV are observed on the deck, which could indicate corrosion. There is however a lack of 

comparison with state-of-the-art inspection methods, as well as not enough knowledge on other 
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factors (coating thickness etc.) and their exact effect on the FKP, making it difficult to draw 

conclusions on the condition of the metal. 

 

Figure 70: FKP measurements from the coated metal deck of MS Miljødronningen. The measured values 

are presented in mV and are matched to the measurement location. Potential differences of more than 

100mV could indicate corrosion but could also be caused by other factors. More experimentation with 

the FKP is needed to know for sure. 

As mentioned at the start of this chapter, the field tests did not provide any evidence for or 

against the detection of hidden corrosion in concrete. What the field tests did show, was that 

the FKP can be operated outside in the field, in cold and humid environments, and with a remote 

ground connection.  

5 Conclusion 

The application of Kelvin Probes to corrosion studies was introduced by Walsh and Sagüés in 

2013 (see section 2.2.1). The Kelvin Probe in its original form is however unfit for field work, 

as discussed in section 2.2.3. The purpose of the project presented in this thesis was to evaluate 

a new technology based on the Kelvin Probe but designed as a field instrument, the Field Kelvin 

Probe (FKP), for inspection of reinforced concrete.  

Proof that the FKP can distinguish between pristine steel and corroding steel and other defects 

was first acquired on non-concrete test samples, as presented in section 3.2. A comparison test 

showed a good agreement between the CPD measured with the FKP and the Scanning Kelvin 

Probe (Figure 21). Pristine steel and various defects were clearly distinguishable, even after a 

coating was applied to the metal surface (Figure 22 and Figure 23). 
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A total of 11 cement stone test samples were designed and made from scratch as described in 

chapter 3, including three generations of the new Cemwich design(section 3.3.8) and finally the 

interrupted rebar test sample (section 3.4). Experiments on the cement stone test samples 

showed that the FKP can: 

• Detect various metal samples embedded in cement stone, at a depth of around 5-10mm. 

(All cement stone test samples described in section 3.3). 

• Most likely distinguish between a pristine and a corroding rebar in cement stone (section 

3.3.5). The measured difference was probably caused by corrosion in the steel, but other 

effect could be the cause making the result somewhat inconclusive, as discussed. 

• Reproducibly detect and measure potential gradients in concrete of less than 100mV 

(potential gradients of 100mV or more are expected in a real corrosion scenario) (section 

3.4.6). This was shown using the interrupted rebar test designed for the experiments 

presented in section 3.4. 

• Very importantly: Measure CPD through a protective coating applied to the cement 

stone surface, with little to no effect on the measurement. 

• Operate outside in a cold and humid environment, and with a remote ground connection. 

• As an additional, unexpected result, the FKP could detect what was likely leakage from 

a CSE in cement stone, as discussed in section 3.3.4 and shown in Figure 32. This result 

seems to indicate that using a CSE to perform half-cell potential measurements 

contaminates the sample. 

The results presented in this thesis give an indication to the potential of the Field Kelvin Probe. 

The potential gradients measured in the interrupted rebar sample, when a voltage was applied 

externally, match the expected potential gradients in a real corrosion scenario. It seems likely 

that more testing will reveal that the FKP can be a powerful handheld non-intrusive inspection 

tool and could eventually be the trusted technique for inspection of reinforced concrete. 

6 Outlook 

In this project, it was shown that the FKP can detect potentials and potential gradients in a 

cement stone test sample, which are similar to what one would expect to get from real corrosion. 

The next step is to be able to test the FKP in real corrosion. As a first step, experiments with a 

controlled corrosion process in concrete should be carried out. A possibility for this could be 

using a setup similar to the Cemwich (section 3.3.8), which had to be abandoned due to time 
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constraints but still seems worth pursuing. The key to making the Cemwich design work is 

finding a reliable connection (electrolyte bridge) between the concrete and the whole metal 

sample placed inside, so that there are no air gaps. A suggestion could be to use agar gel, which 

is conductive and can be shaped at will. 

Having successfully detected controlled corrosion processes in concrete in the lab, the next step 

is to move to real field conditions, ideally somewhere where the conditions are known due to a 

prior industry standard inspection. This would allow for reliable comparison between the FKP 

and state-of-the-art inspection methods. In order for field tests to be performed properly, a slight 

redesign of the FKP to allow it to remain steady on rough surfaces during measurements may 

be necessary (this was a problem on the oil terminal tank interior, see chapter 4, Figure 67 and 

Figure 68). When the positioning system mentioned in section 2.3.4 is in place, repeated field 

measurements over time on corroding rebars could be easily performed to monitor the corrosion 

progression. 
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Appendix I – Raw data 

 

 

Figure 71: The non-normalized data from the stepwise applicatipon of voltage on the interrupted rebar 

sample. Normalized data in Figure 55. 

 

Figure 72: The raw data for the error plot in Figure 61. 
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Appendix II – Conference contributions 

I presented parts of the results in this thesis as an oral contribution at Eurocorr 2019 in Seville, 

Spain. The conference paper is shown below. 

A poster was also presented at Overflate 2019 in Bergen, Norway, using some of the results in 

this thesis. The poster is also presented in this section, after the Eurocorr conference paper. 
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